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In pairs ideally, quickly ask your neighbour about:

• Something really enjoyable they’ve done in the last 
few months

• Their favourite museum, exhibition or object and why

• What makes them tick



Now, using the information you’ve gathered, 
give your partner a present….

and tell them why



The single most important thing about 
fundraising:

Getting in the head of the decision-
makers and giving them what they want



The biggest mistakes when fundraising

“My beautiful project”

“My necessary project”

Instead, align the strategic needs of your 
organisation and what the funder wants – a 
win-win

Tailor and tailor and tailor your bid

Use the needs of the funder to put pressure 
on your project and organisation to be the 
best it can be 



What do funders generally want?

Impact – focus on the beneficiaries, the change

or the challenge you are addressing

turn your project “inside out”

Connectedness – relationship to the world

Clarity

Effectiveness, value for money, evidence

Change – but 10% new is sometimes new

Colour – make things vibrant and alive



The Esmée Fairbairn Collections Fund

• Project funding up to 3 years 
• Grant size of £20K to £120K
• About £1.2M in grants per year 
• Two rounds per year – 15 Mar, 6 Sep deadline
• New guidance and forms, so ….



Pay close 
attention….



Collections Development for Social Impact

Applications must both:

• work with an existing collection or collections to improve 
understanding of them and increase their use; and

• through that collections work, involve, inspire and have impact 
on people, communities and audiences.



Involve 
people….



Some criteria for success: show us

• why the collection you wish to develop has potential and will 
be interesting for your audiences

• how the work you do with the collection will enhance its 
understanding and use 

• inspiring ways of involving and engaging people, and an 
ambitious sense of how this will have impact on their lives 

• how the work is developmental for your organisation and 
individuals within it, and/or how it benefits partner museums, 
the wider museums sector, or partners from other sectors



Make an 
impression
….



Recent projects

• Cadbury Library in Birmingham have engaged 
diverse communities around the Mingana Collection 
and discovered one of the world’s oldest Korans

• Pontypridd are getting people across the town 
involved in ‘Whose Museum Is It Anyway?’, training 
the community to make the decisions on the 
collection

• Essex County Council are working with 11 museums 
to look afresh at women’s history in the last 100 
years (suffragettes, radical workers, and spies….)



Top Tips to stand out

• Why is your collection inspiring? Or how could it be 
inspiring with some love?

• What change are you going to make? The impact on 
your organisation and the world

• How do you look outwards?  To the community, 
partners, other museums, the sector? How can your 
collection help partners achieve their goals?

• How will you involve and engage others? What about 
their priorities?  Their ownership?



In pairs discuss:

• A community, audience or group of individuals that 
you and your organisation want to reach

• A collection that your organisation holds, or that you 
have access to, that is inspiring. Perhaps it is also 
underused.

From this: create one project that will wow the 
Collections Fund panel 
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